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Abstrat. FURG has been involved with RoboCup sine 2001, having a
dediated researh group for this end (FURGBOL). Currently, this group
has been working in the Small-Size League, 2D Simulation League and
Mixed Reality sub-league. In this paper, the groups's researh status on
mixed reality using the new Citizen Miro-robots is presented. Ongoing
projets inlude the use of miro-robots in distributed immersion sys-
tems using CAVES, the appliation of the soer platform in Arti�ial
Intelligene lasses, both for undergraduated and graduated students.
Moreover, we show urrent and future ontributions to the development
of the physial platform for the Mixed Reality ompetitions.

1 Introdution

FURGBOL is a researh group loated at the Núleo de Computação e Au-

tomação (NAUTEC) of the Fundação Universidade Federal do Rio Grande (FURG).

It was reated in 2001 and, sine then, FURGBOL has partiipated in various

RoboCup ompetitions and already aumulated expressive results. In RoboCup

Brazil, FURGBOL won the last four ompetitions (2004, 2005, 2006 e 2007) in

the Small-Size league. FURGBOL also partiipates in the 2D Simulation League

sine 2006, onquering a fourth plae in RoboCup Brazil 2007. The main group

motivation is to do innovative researh in the areas of robotis, arti�ial intelli-

gene and omputational vision and reate and improve the tehnology neessary

to apply the researh to real world problems.

In 2007, FURGBOL was seleted to partiipate in the �rst Physial Visualiza-

tion sub-league in Atlanta. In this opportunity, FURGBOL, named Brazil-PV2,

rankings �fth plae among the twelve ompetitors, despite the fat that the team

only had aess (due to problems with ustoms) to the atual robots the day

before the ompetition began. Also in 2007, FURGBOL-PV partiipated in the

Physial Visualization League in RoboCup Brazil, where it ranked seond plae.

FURGBOL partiipation in Mixed Reality Competitions intends to use the

knowledge aquired in dealing with real and simulated robots in order to improve

the tehnology required to use, apply and deploy Citizen's miro-robots. Our

ontributions fous the following aspets:



� improve the miro-robot platform by allowing it to beome a standard testbed

for multi-agent/multi-robots researh;

� reate senarios for miro-robots in eduational tasks;

� use the miro-robots in researh in robotis and multi-robots systems;

� apply the ontributions of the researh using miro-robots in other areas;

FURGBOL has demonstrated good results in the last years through ompe-

titions and publiations in journals and proeedings in the area [1℄ [2℄ [3℄ [4℄ [5℄.

FURGBOL has also diretly partiipated in the development of the mixed reality

standard platform, where we have been working in the automati vision alibra-

tion system. NAUTEC possesses all the neessary infrastruture to work with

the miro-robots: infrared ommuniation, �rmware programming and harging

equipment, a 32´ LCD sreen, ameras and omputers.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next setion, we present the aquired

knowledge and group ontributions to Roboup's Mixed Reality. The setion 3

presents the urrent researh developed using Citizen miro-robots. Setion 4 de-

sribes projets using Citizen's miro-robots in eduation and researh ativities.

Finally, setion 5 summarizes and onlude the present paper.

2 Team Experiene

FURGBOL is an experiened team able to ontribute with the Mixed Real-

ity League development, speially regarding the bridge between simulation and

physial robotis and the ross-fertilization between di�erent leagues. Besides

Mixed Reality, FURGBOL has teams in Small Size and 2D Simulation League.

By ompeting in the Small-Size League, FURGBOL aquired knowledge

about omputational vision, distributed arti�ial intelligene, embedded ele-

tronis and mehani devies ontrol. In partiular, FURGBOL has experiene

in issues suh as amera drives, frame grabbing, amera alibration, undistortion,

image �ltering, olor spae transformations, blob detetion and ross-orrelation,

image proessing, robot loalization, path planning and ontrol.

Our robots were ustom built from srath using mostly inexpensive and eas-

ily extendible omponents and a modularized software environment. Our general

arhiteture is omposed of three main stages, as shown in �gure 1 : (i) a delib-

erative stage, (ii) a ommuniation stage and, (iii) a embedded reative ontrol.

Robots uses omnidiretional wheels with independent eletrial motors.

The Small-Size arhiteture is based on a ombination of a loal individual

reative ontrol and entral oordinated deision making for inremental plan

adaptation to the multi-robot ontext. A Centralized Deliberative System is in

harge of the global pereption of the �eld and teams, identifying players, ball

and boundaries, path planning and desired behaviors of eah robot. The om-

muniation system exhanges information between robots and a Central Station

(CS). Finally, we have a reative embedded ontrol. This stage reeives the high

level global information from the CS, reating to loal environmental hanges

[5℄.



Fig. 1. FURGBOL F-180 Arhiteture

In 2D Simulation League, FURGBOL works in issues like multi-agent or-

ganization, environment states identi�ation and reative behavior oordina-

tion. More spei�ally, FURGBOL ombines elements from multi-agent orga-

nization model Moise+ [6℄, onurrent autonomous agent arhiteture [7℄ and

UvA Trilearn low-level behaviors[8℄. The Moise+ model permits to onstraint

the ations subset in a given environment setting. The agent ation is de�ned

in submitting this subset to a set of preditive funtions whih hooses the best

next state.

The Moise+ organization model de�ne onstraints to the agents behaviors

through roles, goals and deontis aspets. These agents are strutured through

a onurrent autonomous arhiteture divided in three deision levels: reative

level, instintive level and ognitive level. The ognitive level store data stru-

tures based on the organization model building the agent soial knowledge. To

the agent, this knowledge is expressed through roles, that has an individual

ontext. These roles are sent to the instintive level and are used to selet the

appropriate behavior in the reative level. The reative level is formed by a set

of basi skills neessary to at in the environment, in this ase, behaviors like

kik, pass, ath the ball, and others. This level is implemented reusing the UvA

Trilearn soure ode to low-level behaviors.

All the above experiene in other leagues are being applied to the Mixed Re-

ality league, adapting existing tehnologies to the miro-robot environment. The

issues identi�ed in last year's partiipation in RoboCup Atlanta and RoboCup

Brazil are being takled in this ontext. For that, the team relies on four profes-

sors and six graduate and undergraduate students.

Besides RoboCup, the group has been involved with other related researh

projets, working losely with other organizations outside the university. For

instane, it has developed tehnology for eduational robotis for shools, un-

derwater robotis for exploration of resoures suh as petroleum and autonomous

inspetion vehiles for eletrial ompanies.



3 Current Researh in Mixed Reality

Our urrent researh in Mixed Reality is twofold. We have developed soer

teams and demo appliations for the RoboCup using the urrent and next-

generation arhiteture and we have been ollaborating for the development of

the platform for other purposes.

3.1 RoboCup Soer

In order to ompete in RoboCup, we have been developing soer strategies and

demo appliations in order to leverage usage of Citizen's miro-robots and their

standard setup.

The development of our soer team is largely in�uened by our suessful

strategies in Small Size and 2D Simulation leagues. Our urrent strategy involves

the exhange of roles between players. In response to the game dynamis, the

goalkeeper an beome the attaker, and the attaker beome the goalkeeper.

The high level strategy is based on a state mahine, whose states are related to

players and ball positions. The transitions in this state mahine are determined

by the game dynami.

Our algorithm divide the �eld in four vertial regions. States are omposed

of the region the ball is in and who has the possession of the ball. In this way,

it is possible to reognize when to take ations suh as evading an o�ensive

attak or guiding the ball towards the opponent's goal. Roles between players

are exhangeable and eah may adopt a defensive or attaking strategy aording

to their position on the �eld and in relation to the ball and adversaries.

For example, a player may aquire the role of the goalkeeper whenever the

adversary has the ball and the player is lose enough to its own goal. The goal-

keeper has its own algorithm to defend the goal, aording the �gure 2. The key

idea is to keep the goalkeeper between the ball and the goal's entral line, sine

kiks are always made in a straight way (i.e. no urves).

An initial version of this high-level strategy ranked �fth in RoboCup Atlanta

2007 and seond in RoboCup Brazil 2007.

Furthermore, we have developed a library that implement the very existent

funtions set but onsidering the global (inertial) referene frame instead of the

frame attahed to the robot.

3.2 RoboCup Demo Appliations

In order to extend the use of Mixed Reality standard setup, we have been devel-

oping demo appliations in the form of lassi games that are playable in mixed

reality. Two games were adapted to this new platform: the lassis Pa-Man and

BattleCity.



Fig. 2. Goalkeeper strategy

The Pa-Man is the well-known game where the player ontrols a harater

who must �eat� all the food in a maze while esaping from ghosts whih may

kill him. For this game, a miro- robot is used in plae of the player's harater

while all other elements are simulated in the underlying video monitor. Sine the

maze severely onstrains the movements of the robot, a entral issue beomes to

onviningly allow for the interation of the robot with simulated aspets of the

environment without damaging the gaming experiene.

In BattleCity , players ontrol tanks in a maze and must destroy all other players

by shooting bullets. The maze an be destroyed by the bullets and have dynami

parts (suh as moving bridges or gates). For this game, eah player ontrols one

miro-robot whih plays the role of one tank. All other elements are simulated

and rendered in the underlying video monitor. This is a step further ompared

to Pa-Man, sine now not only the maze may onstrain movements but it an

also be dynami and modi�able by the players' ations. Future implementations

of this game will allow for real bloks to be put dynamially over the video

monitor by the players, foring the robots to interat with both real and virtual

obstales.

A 3D Citizen miro-robot model is also developed by our team. This virtual

3D struture was integrated with a 3D virtual senario used in a Quake and

UT (Unreal Tournament) game platform. Moreover, it is intended to implement

a set of appliations and games merging real miro-robots with simulated 3D

environments.

For these appliations, the next development step is to allow for a large

number of miro-robots to play the game simultaneously. For Pa-Man, other



robots would take plae as ghosts and for Battle City, as other tanks or even

dynami obstales. This will provide full benhmark senarios for Multi-Agent

and Multi-Robot oordination and ompetition.

3.3 Platform Development

In addition to RoboCup, our team has been ollaborating with the reation of

the next-generation platform for Citizen's miro-robots. In partiular, we have

been dealing with the problem of automati amera alibration.

The proess of amera alibration in the urrent system is a long and error-

prone proess as it requires a lot of interation with the user. To automate this

proess will allow for alibration to take plae faster and more often (or even

ontinuously), reduing errors in deteting objets with the amera.

An automati amera alibration is omposed of the following main steps:

(i) orreting distortions ause by lens and amera plaement; (ii) reognizing

olors and (iii) reognizing patterns.

The distortion orretion step onsists of displaying a standard pattern (like

a grid) on the monitor and having this pattern being aptured by the amera

and proessed by a orretion algorithm. Sine the pattern is known before hand,

it is possible to ompare what should be displayed with what is being aptured

by the amera and thus, the needed orretions an be made. Our algorithm

reognize the nodes in a grid by olor di�erentiation, obtaining a model of the

aptured grid and outputting orretion parameters for the amera.

For the olor reognition, it is required that the user put samples of the olor

in spei� plaes over the monitor. These plaes are spei�ed by the algorithm

and displayed on the monitor. The algorithm then knows where to searh for

the olor and is able to automatially alibrate, e�etively learning to reognize

that olor.

Pattern reognition is related to identifying the unique pattern that identi�es

eah robot. Our algorithm detets the entral olor in eah pattern and then tries

to identify the pattern around the olor. The user may then speify whih pattern

orresponds to whih ID or the system an have this mapped beforehand.

4 Mixed Reality in Researh and Eduation in FURG

The Furgbol team has been envolved in various researh and eduational projets

involving mixed reality. The group has been involved in an interdisiplinary

researh projet, named SABERLANDIA (�Knowledgeland� in English) and

granted by FINEP (www.�nep.gov.br), and the main objetive of this projet

is to build a low ost multimedia eduational platform for fundamental shool

teahing. This platform is based on three modules: authoring, game and tehno-

logial resoures, allowing the reation of a virtual ommunity for teahing and

learning among the users. Our researh team is working in the development of

the mixed reality environment, with the presene of roboti agents and human



users interating loally or remotely. The system an be visualized using the

CAVE already working in our laboratory.

The authoring module is responsible by the design and reation of di�erent

ators and senes and de�nition of halleging tasks for a group of users of the

system, that an interat with other groups in the real world using real tele-

operated roboti systems or in the virtual world by 2D and 3D senarios. In the

game module all the eduational aspets are onsidering, taking into aount

how the partiipants aquire the knowledge and the ways that they use to in-

terat with the mixed virtual reality and with the other ators. Our proposal

is implemented in a Quake-based platform (a well-known multi-platform game).

The last module, the tehnologial resoures, is responsible by the design of the

omputational system, integrating di�erent medias (videos, images, audio, et),

by development of the software that will exeute in the platform and the projet

of low ost roboti systems.

Another projet in development is a distributed immersion system using

CAVE strutures, robots and virtual agents based on mixed reality. In this

framework, one has several di�erent senarios geographialy separated. Some

senarios are equipped with ameras and traking systems that apture the pose

of di�erent agents: humans, robots, et. In other senarios it will be possible to

observe the entire dynamis aptured virtually (or using roboti agents).

One an observe that, with the overall struture, it is possible to atuate

in an environment far from the user, even geographially distant. Thus, with

this teleroboti system, it is possible to monitor all the ativities in an envi-

ronment di�erent from that one where the user and the manipulated objet are

loated. Currently, we are working in the appliation of this framework in digital

manufaturing system.

5 Conlusions

Citizen's miro-robots and the onept of mixed reality is being used at our

University for researh and eduational purposes. FURGBOL's experiene with

autonomous robots, demonstrated in Roboup's Small-Size League and 2D Sim-

ulation League has built a knowledge base within the group that is helping and

an further help the development of the mixed reality platform.

For instane, our group has been dealing and proposing solutions for prob-

lems suh as global loomotion library, amera alibration, image �ltering, olor

spae transformations, multi-robots and multi-agent system. For instane, we

have implemented two di�erent appliations: Pa-Man and BattleCity. We are

working on testing a version of an automati amera alibration that will greatly

redue setup time of the platform.

In addition to infrastruture, our group has been experimenting with using

the platform for multi-robot and multi-agent researh and as an eduational tool

for undergraduate and graduate students.



The new generation of miro-robots will help maintain and expand these

projets at our University, while allowing for the reation of new projets that

make full use of the new features.
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